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METHODOLOGY OF FORECASTING 

Let nc first briefly discuss  the methodology of forecasting 
I'm sure you all recognize that the demand for aluminum is a derived 
demand.    This demand  is  dependent upon the macro-economic events 
which are influenced by government fiscal and monetary policies.    In 
addition,  in a market «oriented economy the demand for aluminum may 
be further enhanced by the increasing or decreasing penetration of 
the material  because   of   its  competitive  position   against  other 
materials. 

In forecasting aluminum demand you should start with a top down 
approach.    First and foremost is what the basic demand trend in the 
economy is going to be like.    Many forecasters then try to segment 
the   aluminum   market    into   vario s    categories     •  Building   and 
Construction,   Transportat i or,  Containers and Packaging, Electrical 
Applications,   etc.     Within  each of   these market   categories many 
forecasters  even try to  sub-categorize the market classifications, 
for  instance,   in   the   Building  and Construction market,  how many 
windows and doors will be made out of aluminum, how many gutters and 
downspouts will be made,  what aluminum siding requirements will be, 
what   amount   of   architectural   products   will   use   aluminum,   farm 
roofing, and so on. 

This approach to forecasting is all well and good. However, in 
making a good industry demand forecast I find it of little use, and 
it can lead to a great deal of error in model building. Unless one 
has a very good input-output grid of the economic system with which 
to work, the cumulative errors one gets from segment analysis 
usually lead to significant estimating errors of demand, both short 
and  longer  term.     Segment   ^nalyíis   is  ot  g^eat   interest once  one 
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knows the general framework of demand and is primarily Che interest 
of industry marketing experts. 

Hy own particular methodology in forecasting aluminum demand 
relates to the broad economic developments that influence that 
demand. In studying an e-onomy, one must first know what the major 
sector uses Oi aluminum are. Let me use the United States as an 
example. In building a model of the aluminum industry, I use the 
following economic indicators as independent-variable to explain 
the shipment of aluminum to the economy. 

• The index of industrial production - statistically, this helps 
explain better than 90% of the demand for aluminum. 

• Housing starts and mobile home production, home improvement and 
non-residential  building expenditures, with appropriate lags 
to  reflect  the   requirement  of  aluminum  shipments  to  these 
important markets.    These particular series are not reflected 
in the U.S. industrial production series. 

e       Customer inventory  change of aluminum products  and inventory 
and backlog in the economy as a whole. 

e       Competitive prices of materials, which compete with aluminum, 
again  with appropriate  lags   to   reflect   their   influence  on 
aluminum's gain or loss in market penetration. 

How well the relationship of the independent variables work in 
explaining and forecasting aluminum demand is shown in Charts A and 
B.    To check  the model   accuracy  in   forecasting  in Chart A,   the 
quarterly observations   actual vs.   simulated   (1950-1970)  have  an 
extremely close correlation with each other.    By stopping the model 
in 1970  and  projecting  quarterly domestic  aluminum developments 
against the actual independent variables, we are able to compare the 
model calculations   against  actual  industry shipments  through  the 
fourth quarter of 1977. 

In forecasting,  the more observations one has,   the greater the 
reliability   of   the   model.     In   Chart   B   you   can   again  see   the 
quarterly observations of actual U.S.   simulated demand from 1958 to 
1976 and a projection of quarterly 1977 aluminum shipments against 
actual results. 

Today our domestic aluminum shipment model has an R* of 99.7% 
and a standard error estimate of 2.3 % per quarter.    We hive similar 
aluminum demand models in various degrees of sophistication for each 
of the industrial countries of the world. 

All  Charts A  and  B   really  tell  you  is   that,   based on  an 
historical record of results, we can explain 99.7% of the demand for 
aluminum.    To forecast the future, all you need is the correct set 
of actual  independent variables  to put  into  the model  to get  the 
right  amount  of  aluminum  demand   --   which brings  me  back  to  my 
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opening comments, and that is in understanding any s«t.of 
projections, you must know and understand the forecaster'•*•f 
economic "sumptions and that forecasts are largely guesswork based 
on various probabilities. 

But even ro make the guess, you have to understand the Mcro- 
economic forces which influence demand within your country. 

v> 
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MEDIUM TERM FORECAST - 1978-1982 

I would now like to discuss my medium term forecast of aluminum 
demand in the Western economies of the world. In developing a five- 
year forecast of aluminum supply/demand, I doubt it makes much 
difference wf >.ther you're bullís  or bearish o  the short-term 
outlook for the economy. 

While timing differences might occur, the basic trend operating 
in the aluminum industry is  for a favorable supply/demand 
environment over the next five years - one which will be conducive 
to firm pricing, good profits and eventual reinvestment in the 
expansion of primary smelting capacity. If the industrial economies 
of the West abort in 1978, causing a recession, primary aluminum 
will back up into the system, and cause a short-term over-supply. 
This would only serve to delay future capacity additions now in the 
planning stages, so that in the next upturn in world economies, new 
supply would continue to be limited, allowing for a speedy recovery 
in prices and profitability. Thus, we would again be looking .it a 
favorable 3upply/demand balance in the aluminum industry. 

Aluminum producers around the world continue to approach new 
shelters expansion with a great deal of caution. The 1976-1977 
profit recovery in the industry was built on a fragile base of low 
confidence in the business outlook and during a period of worlr". 
monetary turmoil.  Thus, the price and profit recovery has net 
lasted long enough to trigger active capital investment by che 
industry, though the recovery has lasted long enough for the 
industry to at least start looking at future expansion alternatives. 
The process of gearing up for new primary capacity is slow. There 
is little incremental capacity that can be added to the industry 
infrastructure, so new capacity has to be built on green-field 
sites.  High energy costs require detailed studies of alternative 
3ite selection and environmental impact studies, further stretching 
out lead time. Because of these considerations, new primary smelter 
capacity expt.isions over the next five years wil. be limited to no 
nore than a 4% per annum increase. 

Our own aluminum industry forecast for 1978-1982 is very good 
and is based on an expanding world economy. We believe the probable 
duration of the current business cycle will carry us into 1980. The 
economy could slow down in 1980-1981, with a recovery in business 
again in 1982.  Under this type of economic trend the general 
frorework of aluminum industry supply/demand conditions would be one 
of limited new supply, rising demand and rising aluminum prices. As 
th? industry gains more confidence in its ability to maintain 
corporate profitability, it will be encouraged to build new primary 
capacity for the mid-1980 period. 

U.S. INDUSTRY OUTLOOK 

The.   f'.S. economy vii I >hjw strong growth in 1978.  Real GNP 
this year could rise by almost 5% compared with 1977. We further 
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.•»'•¿i', i >i,  oc   i h.- iJ.S business cycle will carry 
..ri«*   ^r-jc¿f!  o J   constructing  our   lcager  term  U.S 

feel   the   probable 
into 1980.  Fot    .   n 

supply/demand ¿m.lei, wo have   .í<iua,eu a modelt recession in mid-1980 
through mid-1981, to! low 2d by :r ^oi:,<nic  recovery in 1982. 

Withir th  context: 
following U.S. aJuniirrrn 
(see Table I). 

of t n i 
vpt> y/<.i.:,x 

¡ove economic forecast, the 
'.'! model «i^ems the most probable 

ALUMINUM CONSUMPTION - FIVE-YEAR AVERAGE GKOWTH RATE 5.3% 

• In 197'' aLuniruu consumption roae by 10% over 1976. 

• In 1978 aluminum consumption coulc risa by another 7.7% to 14.5 
billion ;>ounds. 

• In 19/<l "Civsuirption grovih could slow, rising by 3.4% to 15.0 
billion pounds. 

©   In 1980, an ¿lection year, some economic stimulation could 
result in consumption rising to 15.7 billion pounds, up 4.7% 
from 1979. 

• In 1981 a proji crei recession and then recovery could result in 
almost Ao gain in aiumin.in consumed in the economy when 
compared t.'ith 19T0 

• In 198:, a busine^ recovery in key consuming markets could 
boort aiuninun cor. s ML. 2d by almost 8% from 1982. 

CUS10MER INVFT.TORy 

Throughrut t'.ie 107 8-1932 period, while continuing to follow a 
cautious policy, customers will h* ve to keep a wary eye on the 
growinn TJ-S.  Hcpoidence on imported aluminum.  As a result, 
customers are 1 likely to engage in my drastic liquidation of their 
stocks, which are already ac rainirauu. working levels, in our opinion. 

• As discussed in detail in our recent monthly reports, we think 
that if customers are to end 1978 with minimum working levels 
of inventory, they will be required to add 200 million pounds 
to their slocks.  This is after a 600 million pound drop in 
their inventories in 1977. 

»   In 1979 we have assumed that customers may allow their stocks 
to drift screwhat lower, as the rate of business expansion 
slows, perhaps by 30 million pounds. 

• However, in 1980 we feel cus toners are likely to add to their 
stocks a^ain.  In the first half of the year they will hedge 
the up-ícijii?, i.iho^- calks ?s the labor contracts expire on May 
3'- ""^   -   -u-.-iy.f   Lb-,  •...ic.r.y ufiy *;jr' down in iaLe 1980, 
customers will timi c.tat domestic smelters will continue to 
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operate at near capacity rates and the U.S. will still be 
importing record amounts of aluminium.  This continued 
dep«.nominee or imp..~ts   is  .r t: c.il;, l¿kti> to prevent inventory 
liquidation but may, in tact, result in customers adding to 
their sto^KS to adjust the:.r m in unum working levels. 

• If by the end of 1981 the o:onomy is again heading up, 
customers will nave to add :o inventories to maintain normal 
work.>.;i¿ stocks going into 198?-we estimate 80 million pounds. 

• Again our model assumes another 125 million pound addition to 
customers' stocks in 1982, enough to maintain inventories in 
linu '/ith consumption. 

DOUESTIC SHIPMENTS 

o The combination of growth in consumption and a net inventory 
swing of 800 million pounds could result in a 14.5% gain in 
dcuestic shipments to customers in 1978 versus 1977. 

f»   In 1979 shipments may rise by only l%-2% because of a slowing 
in consumption growth and a small reduction in customers' 
inventory accumulation. 

• In 19S0 a 4.7% gain in consumption plus a 130 million pound net 
swing in customer inventories could boost domestic shipments by 
5.6% over 1979. 

A   In 1981 a slowing in demand plus a modest gain in customer 
inventories could keep shipments essentially flat on a year-to- 
year basi» with 1980 

• In 1932, as demand recovers cyclically, shipments could rise by 
8.2% from 1981. 

EXPORTS 

With c tight domestic market, exports of aluminum are likely to 
remain flat over the next two yeacs.  Exports of can sheet in 1978- 
1979 «re expected to decline as European can sheet capacity rises. 
This is expected co be offset by the normal growth in the demand for 
U.S. null product? net normally manufactured in many countries of 
the world.  Ingot exports are expected to be minimal during the 
1978-1982 period. 

SUPPLIER INVENTORIES TO GROW PROGRESSIVELY TIGHTER 

• The industry added 71 million pounds to inventory in 1977 and 
inventories averaged 5.0 months' supply, the same as in 1976. 

This year we estimate industry stocks could decline by some 527 
oiil iir.n .>O.A c! s , 'i ; 
supply by year-end. 
oiil li'-n tioji(!i, 'i c4. ji.iaji ..r.eir. «.-> approv ^a..»:" e ly   a 4.3-month 
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• Inventories could be reduced by another 100 million pounds per 
year in both 1979 and 198C. This would reduce supplier stocks 
to 4.0 and 3.7 months' supply, respectively. Historically, 
normal inventories are somewhere between 4.0 and 4.5 months' 
supply. 

• In 1981 we have assumed induscry inventories remain unchanged. 
However, in 1982 the industry will add a minimum of 100 million 
pounds to inventory. Even with that, inventories would decline 
by a 3.5 months' supply, a level not experienced since early 
1974. 

PRIMARY ALUMINUM PRODUCTION 

• Last year primary aluminum production was equal to 84.5% of 
capacity. During the year, production was restricted by energy 
shortages in the Northwest, after starting the year out 
operating at 897« of capacity. 

• In 1978, with better availability of energy even though there 
will be some losses due to the coal strike, primary production 
is likely to approximate 93.3% of capacity. 

• Next year primary production could approximate 94% of capacity. 
This assumes that all smelters, except the two Texas plants 
using natural gas for energy and owned by Alcoa and Reynolds, 
will remain shut down.  We think both of these plants could 
remain down until about 1982, or unless the price of ingot 
rises sufficiently to justify starting up these high-cost 
operations.  By 1982, both of these plants could begin 
receiving energy from coal-fired plants now being considered in 
the region. 

• Primary aluminum production in 1980 <*nd 1981 should be 
effective capacity less the tvT Texas plants. 

• The five-year production forecast assumes no shortages of 
energy^ which could prove to be too optimi s ¿Te based on" tïïë 
experience of the last several years. 

IMPORTS - THE BALANCING FACTOR 

• If the U.S. economy is to meet its future needs for aluminum, 
it is going to become more dependent upon imported metal, both 
primary and mill shapes. 

• Imports in 1977 rose to 1,505 million pounds, up from 1,341 
million pounds in 1976. 

• In 1978 import requirements are likely to rise to approximately 
1.8 billion pound-3 

j 
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• In 1979 and 1980 imports could rise to 2.1 billion and 2.3 
billion pounds, respectively. Even in 1981, which could be a 
flat year in demand, import requirements will have to 
approximate 2.3 billion pounds. 

• In 1982, imported aluminum *?quirements may have to rite to 
just over 2.6 billion pounds to balance out supply/demand. 

• The import needs of the U.S. economy should be easily met by 
overseas suppliers through 1979. However, after that time, 
U.S. consumers will have to compete with overseas users of 
aluminum for the available supply of materials. 

• The U.S. dependency on higher cost overseas imports also 
provides the domestic aluminum industry with some cushion if 
future demand is not as strong as projected. 

SECONDARY RECOVERY 

• Secondary recovery of aluminum in 1977 was approximately 21.6% 
of industry shipments. By 1982 we estimate recovery may rise 
to 22.7% of shipments as a result of better recycling efforts 
by industry and customers. 
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WOILD PRIMARY ALUMINUM PRODUCTION 

Prim*ry aluminum production'by region is shown in Table II. 

• In the U.S. , *s explained, primary production in 1977 was^equal 
to 84 5% of capacity and the operating rate is projected to 
rise to 93.2% in 1978. 

• In Canada production last year was 977,000 tons, or 92.7% of 
¿înïiiîv restricted in part because Alean Aluminium was still 
"^«rÏAg'from'rîlx'month strike. This year we estimate the 
Canadian production rate a 97.7% of capacity. 

• Primary aluminum production in Latin America in 1977 was 
358 000 tons, or 68.7% of average capacity. Production was 
limited because of energy restrictions in Aranti», and 
Surinam.  Also, toward year-end Venezuelan capacity was 
completed but not energized. This year we are estimating 
priSary production at 4f2,000 tons for the region, r°

r
11

6Z;Sd°
f 

¿vera« capacity, based on the same factors that limited 
SSduetlMr i*i 1977. In Argentina, aluminum production has also 
Se« "t back in the first half of 1978 because of poor demand. 

• European smelter production in 1977 was equal to 94.5% of 
capacity. This year we estimate it could rise to 97.5% o£ 
average capacity. 

• Production in Africa last year was 367,000 tons, »r 84.8% of 
capacity. This year we estimate production could rise to 99.3% 
of capacity. 

.   Production in South Asia in 1977 was 379 000 tons, or 66 6% of 
average capacity. Energy shortages in Indi, an**/«£« tht 

reasons for the low operation levels.  This year witn a 
sUghîïy better energy picture, we are estimating production at 
408,000 tons or just under 67% of capacity. 

• In East Asia primary smelter output was 1.235,000 tons, or 
75 4% of capacity. Production in Japan was limited by poor 
demand to Î 72.4% operating rate, while in Taiwan production 
w£ hurt by a typhoon which closed down most of the smelter 
oîirations for a time. This year production for the region is 
likely to approximate 78% of capacity, with Japanese smelter 
production essentially unchanged on a year-over-year basis. 

• Primary smelter output in Oceania was at capacity during 1977 
and is expected to remain so in 1978. 
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TOTAL WORLD  DEMAND*   -   PRIMARY  ALUMINUM 

pr i ma World demand fot- 
mi 11 ion tons, up 2.5% from 
under 4%, while in non-U.'" 
versus 1976. in most world 

y al.írinum las', year was just under 11.3 
1976.  Ir the U.S. demand rose by just 
rnar<ets d«raand rose by 1.6% in 1977 

markets Í077 was ch-racterized by slow 
economic growth, or recessions ii some countries, with the exception 
of the U.S. The one characteristic of all world markets in 1977 was 
the tendency for customers to liquidate their inventories, which 
they built back up in 197ft after the 1976-1975 recessions. 

but below normal 
in 1978 we believe 
again improve. We 
an improving rate 

In forecasting non-U.S . world aluminum markets through 1982, we 
continue to be working on the assumption that industrial world 
economies will experience several years of real 
growth.  1976 and 1977 were adjustment years and 
the key economies of West G -many and Japan will 
think this is now in the process of unfolding at 
over the fourth quarter ot 1977 and will become more evident as 1978 
progresses. This should further improve the outlook for the rest of 
the industrialized and developing nations in 1978-1979. 

The general forecast, on aluminum demand in non-U.S. markets is 
for the rate of growth to peak in 19 79, and slow down through 1980- 
1981 before accelerating again. 

• In Canada, we continue to forecast a sluggish economy for 1978. 
However, last year, with a poor economy, Canadian primary 
aluminum demand rose by just under 5%. This year we estimate 
it could rise another 6.4%.  In 1979 and 1980 we project a 
10.5% and 10% growth rate, respectively, a slowdown in growth 
in 1981 to 5.4% and An  almost 11% gain in 1982 over 1981. 

• In 1977 Latin American aluminum demand rose an estimated 11.4%. 
This year, wi¿h continued growth in Brazil and Venezuela and a 
recovery in Mexico, regional demand could rise by another 11% 
or so. Between 1979 and 19n2 demand growt' could approximate 
7%-14% per annum with the low growth ye-ir projected in 1981. 

• Aluminum demand in Europe in i 977 was down marginally from 
1976. This year we ate estimating the region could show a 5.6% 
growth in demand, peaking at a 9% growth rate in 1979 versus 
1978.  Demand growth is projected to slow down in 1980 to 6.5% 
and possibly 2.5% in 1981.  In 1982, assuming a more stable 
economic environment, demand could rise again by perhaps 6.5%. 

• The Japanese economy in 1978 should show a better tone as the 
year progresses.  Primary aluminum demand last year was down 
8.9% from 1976, due mainly to a decline in customers' 
inventories of primary metal.  This ye;ir we estimate primary 
metal demand could rise by 8,1% and by anocner 10.5% in 1979. 
At that poinr, growth could jg-nn -low tn  8.67 In 19P0 and 3.4% 
in 1981.  A:V»L ; -, ,-..•  ;-..'v>:   :n c.it \-W*. ti-: >iv<mi>. performance, 
aluminum demand mat. yp,¡r might --ise by 97„ r. ; 2.0 million tons. 
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Deaand in the smaller industrialized and developing countries 
showed a good rise last year, up 16.0% over 1976.  We think 
demand in these countries will tend to rise at a faster rate 
than in the more industrialized countries and such demand 
growth could run 14.0%, 12.5%, 11.1%, 5.3% and 10%, 
respectively, in 1978 through 1982. 
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NON-U. S.   LûNG-TEKM M£1AL  ííALA:¿< :i. 

The  long-tera :J¡ >U :un¿;  or   ch* world  di uni run supply can best 
be seen   froa studying the  ^tat.   cioai mutai   balance shown in Table 
IV. 

• Demand  io*   ilmninaji  is nie1'   \> -> oí  three elements:   1)  non-U. S. 
regional   ¿euiand as  ¡shown  in L.jle  III;   2)   thu net U.S.   import 
requirement whicu  ^.a itccessaLy  to balance  the U.S. market; and 
3)    shipments    to    che    Sino-Soviet    Eastern    European    bloc 
countries. 

• In   addition   to   growth   in  demand   forecasts   in   the  various 
regional markets,   the   incremental  demand   for  aluminum on  the 
world scene will come  from the U.S.    For example,  in 1975 the 
net   U.S.   denand   (imports   over   exports)   was   83,000   tons. 
Admittedly,   this was  a  recession year,   but  in  1976 net U.S. 
demand rose to 239,000 tons and in 1977  to 353,000  tons.    This 
year we  estimate   that   the  U.S.   net import demand could  total 
555,000 tons and 692,000 tons in 19/9.    The ability of non-U.S. 
smelters   to  handle   this   demand   through   1979   is   considered 
adequate.    In  fact,   it   is   this  demand  that helps balance out 
the   world metal  supply.     However,  beginning  in  1980  through 
1982,   the net U.S.  demand wi.l tend to create a metal squeeze 
so that consunars in  the raajc- importing regions -U.S., Europe 
and   Japan-will   have   to   comn  r»   in   thr   market   for   limited 
supplies. 

• Shipments   of   aluainura    to   t1 ~   .Tino-Eastern   European   bloc 
countries   arc   »ilvry*    highly    unpredictable.     In   1975,    the 
Peoples Republic of China cr »e  into the market heavily and, as 
a result,  shipuants  to  this sector of  the market hit a record 
422,000 tons.    In 197/   shipments dropped to 90,000 tons.    Late 
last year China igair. wat>  reported to be buying primary metal 
and this year w» estiuate  thee  shipments could rise to 200,000 
tons.     China   also   indicated   that   it   expects   to   emphasize 
modernization of its  economy.     Since  this wi'l likely include 
major electrification oro¿raj"á and construction projects, both 
major consuming ir'rkìts  for   .luninum products, we have assumed 
in   our   projections   a   180,000-225,000-ton   level   of   demand 
through 1982 for China and Eastern Europe. 

a        The   supply components includo prinary aluminum production and 
imports   of  prip'ry  r^etal   from   Eastern   European countries   - 
primary aluminuu production in 1977 was just 7,200,000 tons, or 
89.1%  of  capacity.   This   year,   as   outlined   in  Table  II,   we 
estimate production at just under 7.7 million tons, or 91% of 
capacity.     In  1979 we  estimate   that  non-U.S.   smelter  output 
could  rise  to 97.4% of  effective capacity and run at 100% of 
capacity from 1980 to 1982. 

Within   thiî   context   of   th 
proposing  to mothball  340,000 

ii.   forecast,   Japanese   smelters  are 
tons of capacity,   it  the Ministry of 



Industry and Tr\,de approves       This  is  equal to better   than 3.0% or 
industry  non-U.S.   smelter capacity.     If approved this  April,  based 
on our projections, world smelter production  in 1978  and 1979 would 
be operating  at  a much higher rate of on-line operational capacity. 
By the  same  -oken,  the off-line capacity in Japa-   also suggests f.hat 
if   our   demand   projections   prove    to   be,    too   optimistic,    a   97% 
production  rate of operational  capacitv would also provide a better 
balance between supply and demand. 

As with  our U.S.  primary smelter production estimate,  we have 
assumed   no   energy   shortfall   or   other  production  problems   in  the 
world.     Any   such   difficulties   would   only   serve   to   squeeze   dovm 
supply.     Eastern  European   supply  of  primary metal   and   fabricated 
products  rese   last year to an estimated 317,000 tons fron» 301,000 in 
1976  and  242,000  in  1975.     We  have  projected  that   thir   source of 
aluminum would  tend to rise  to as much aa 400,000 ton3 by 1982 and 
would   serve    to   supplement   the   deficient   western   wcrld'".   niul 
supply. 

•        Last year inventories of aluminum in the non-U.S.   supply system 
rose by  224,000 tons after a decline of 530,000  tons  in 1976. 
Average  nonths'   supply   in   1977  was  3.5 versus 3.2 months'   in 
1976.    We  estimate that about  2.5 months*  supply  is considered 
normal.     This year we estimate  that  inventories  could decline 
by  158,000   tons.     In  our  opinion,   a   slight upward  inventory 
build will occur in the  first half of the year,   followed bv a 
sharp decline  in producer stocks in the final half of the year. 
This   will    reduce   the   average   inventories   for   1978   to   2.9 
months'    supply,   less   than   15   days   above normal.     In 197? and 
1980   inventories  could   be   reduced   again by  smaller  amounts, 
dropping    to   2.6   and   2.3   months*    supply,    suggesting   near 
theoretical   ba^nce   in   supply/demand,  with a  small   shortage 
implied in 198. 
world demand for 
invente ies (1C9.000 
months' supply 

•,ve.K   m 1981, assuming a modest slowdown in 
primary aluminum and a slight buildup in 

tons)  inventory cou. I only average 2.3 

The real metal v,ueue, if it occurs in Kne with our demand 
projections, will come in 1982. Based on current expansion programs 
now under construction r L- planned Cor that year, .3 potential m-tal 
squeeze, relative to whv. ¿he suppjy system reels uc process the 
suggested demand level., worked out to 45 5,000 tons or 1.9 months' 
supply.  This oily wean« .hat the industry will ha*-e to operate more 
efficiently on Lower inveitory and produce slightly above rited 
capacity.  The only potential difficulties for customers in 
obtaining metal would be due to the occurrence of strikes, 
production problems or energy shortages. 

We also believe that if the demand pattern develops as 
projected over the next two years, 3ome additional capacity may be 
on-stream by 1982. 
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As wc stated in the opening summary of this report, future 
•etal supply is limited. If a recessionary tendency develops in 
world markets this year or next, a short-term metal squeeze will be 
postponed. Expansion picjects will be delayed and rescheduled until 
the above ground inventories are reduced.  The only potential 
negative long-term supply scenario we could develop would be if the 
world aluminum demand expands as projected through 1980-1982 and 
1982 proves to be a year of severe recession. 

By that time sufficient new smelter expansion may be under 
construction and coming out of the pipeline just as demand falters. 
Unless the industry were to cut back production quickly, metal would 
backup into the supply system.  Therefore, in the subsequent 
economic recovery the industry would not only have to work off its 
above ground inventories, it would also have to contend with 
increased capacity additions. This would delay the eventual price 
and price recovery-  In the forecasting business only time will 
tell. 
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LOXG-RANGE FORECASTS 

In making a longer term forecast beyond five years, I prefer to 
talk in generalities rather than provide you with a st mistical 
projection, which in reality is nothing more than an expansion of 
past trends ai 1, in my opinion, i  i a meaninglesi exerc.se. The 
br.sic assunption built into any long-term projection is that the 
world economic environment will provide a climate conclusive to the 
growth in deaand for aluminum.  Implicit in this is that economic 
recession will occur fiom time to time, the magnitude of which is 
difficult to predict. As aluminum increases its penetration of the 
-.orle ¡.coicrüy, the more sensitive it becomes to changes in the 
b-.j.ji"33 9 clicate. 

C'^  diverse are the economies of the world that we can salce no 
-^ .lo ft'.i' -ilization which would characterize the potential growth 
it a'tvinui.  However, an analysis of the various consumption 
patterns I;  country indicate that demand for aluminum flourishes 
ivjrt nn camtries become more highly industrailized and as nations 
i ;>rcvo f.hi standard of living of their people. This is because 
,'ilurinuni is a consumer-oriented commodity.  For this reason, even 
though pore of the lesser developed nations have shown higher growth 
ratcj bro.-"JS3 of a very low starting base, the United States, Japan 
and Vestiin Europe are the largest single consuming markets in the 
world. TT'j potential here lies in the comparisons of annual per 
c¿oita ce *.rvr"5tion between othor areas of the world compared with 
ti« inHu:jr.riali2ed nations. 

Cn a comparative basis, one measure of a nation's economic 
stature in the world is its annual per capita consumption 
statistics. For aluminum, this is shown in Table V and indicates 
the possible room for improvement as countries improve their living 
standards. 

A 
countr 
i!o*-">ve 

indust 
not be 
!.Tr*e 
t.lui fo 
'.: ¿ut 
Cd-nti.- 
ec .i.j . 
on   the 
0\ I   rf"^' 

hic^ growth rate in aluminum demand by the lesser-developed 
icn of  frica, Asia and Li.ein America may be expected, 
r, rhe:3<» gains will be made from a low starting base, in socie 
just a few thousand tons.  Until there are more major 
rie3 that will work toward tonnage markets, total volume will 
very large by individual countries, but in toto add up to a 
fount of aluminum. At present, consumer durables (mostly in 
r.-n of household utensils) electrical conductors and building 
ries are the major markets for aluminum in developing 
i.-^.  These lesser-developed areas undoubtedly have vast 
1c potential, but often political instability and uncertainty 
rcrt of private investments are problems which must be 

«î to take advantage of future growth. 

i ;.:_r.Z' k _E OLE AND SHARE OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The future role of developing nations in the world aluminum 
i'--lustry ir one key to the growth in demand.  From my preceding 

J 
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TABLE V 

Arntnlin»* 
Australia* 
Austria 
Balçmm 
Bratti* 
Canada' 
Finland 
fiant«* 
Gir many, Wttt* 
Giacca 
Unland 
Indo natia 
Iran 
Irtiaorf 
tirati 
Italy* 
Japan' 
Manto* 
The Ntthtriandi 
NPW Zraland* 
Nicaragua 
Norw;/* 
Panama 
Rapi ol tu« Philippine 
Portugal 
South Africa 
Spain 
Swadan 
Sffititrland 
Taiwan* 
Turkey 
United Kinrjdom* 
United Statu* 
Vantimi» 

*    AaVwirae* for imvntory «Aa/iff 

Ptr Capii Aluminum Consumptior 
Pound 1 

1971 1975 1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 19« 1S6I 1917 1911 
6.9 78 9.0 £.7 9.7 6.6 5.9 6.0 41 3.1 4.4 

310 25.7 33.6* 29.1* 23.4* 24.7* 240* 22.fi* 20.6- 17.1 15.6 
233» 244* 20.4* 19.8* 17.9* 182* 11.2 13.5 16.7 15.4 10.2 
25.1 165 23.0 219 18.1 15 4 13.1 12.9 91 7.2 1.1 

5 2 4.9 4.8 4.0 3.5 2.9 2.4 24 2.1 1.1 1.1 
30.2 284 35.4 33.1 30.6 29 8 258 25.5 23.4 21.3 24.3 

na 31 6 22.4 17.5 14.6 13.2 16.7 17.7 12.5 12.5 12.1 
26 4 203 25.0 248 21.6 19.5 19.5 19.5 15.5 14.0 14.5 
426 32.2 36.1 38.3 33.7 321 30.1 30.3 25.7 19.5 20.5 

na 67 8.0 7.0 6.9 7.7 5.9 3.3 3.7 4 4 4.1 
21.0 155* 21.3* 16.0* 311* 9.7* 7.8» 9.9* 12.9 8.0 9.1 

na 7.9 15 1.9 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 01 0.1 0.1 
4.2* 3.0 2.8* 20* 1.7 1.6 11 1.7 1.5 1.2 1.0 
9.1 43r 106 78 3.4 4.5 47 48 21 na na 
na na 16.9 9.4 9.7 11.3 12.1 11.2 10.4 6.3 51 

218 152 23.3 2 If 17.7 15.8 17.0 14.1 125 11.6 10.4 
35 5 2E9 32.5r 37.7 32.4 25.8 24.8 22.6 17.5 14.3 113 

34 3.5 3.7 3.7 14 2.3 3.1 3.0 2.6 2.9 2.0 
263 184* 17 1* 14.8 134 160 12.6 12.2 10.7 18 7.1 
20 5 150* 26.5" 72.3* 12.5* 15.6* 19.2 146 116 12.1 92 

1.5 12 1.5 1.0 10 1.0 1.2 0.9 na na na 
558 43 fi 51.6 37,8 37.5 33.1 31.0 33.6 29.6 24.3 11.3 
26 2.6 38 34 29 27 24 26 23 31 22 
0 7 0 4 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.5 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.4 
2.9 2.2 7.7r 4.9r 5.7r 45 3.2 2.5 2.2 20 2.3 
6.0* 63 6.5 5 8 5.8 SB 6.3 56 45 3.9 4.1 

122* 116* 135* 12 Or* 96r* 7.0r" 7.0 7.1 5 5 5.0 6 5 
na 410 40 Or 34.7 32.1 298 32.0 31.1 246 211 24.1 

279 22 2* 349* 31 1* 279* 229* 30 r 27.5 22 9 18.9 21.9 
87 G.O 66 7.8 «J 44 49 3.3 37 31 2.4 
13 26 26 na ..7 15 0.8 0.8 0.1 OB 0.5 

248 21 7 27 4 275 243 22.1 244 23.1 21.9 205 20.3 
56.0 449r 60.0 65.1 566 49 0 44 9 504 47.2 42.0 464 
11* 61* 5.2* 4.8* 3.5* 3.2* 2.5* 2.9* 2.2* 3.4 2.0 

m      *• M#viiaef n$  Noi4¥êilêbli > 
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remarks, you can see the enoruous potential for demand for finished 
aluminum from these countries. In ¿edition, many of these countries 
have the resources to become major suppliers of raw material, energy 
and finished product to world markets.  It's no secret that the 
energy and raw material equation changed back in 1973. So it is a 
question of how these countries, with either capital, energy and raw 
material, work to develop to take dvantage of th< enormous market 
that awaits them. 

Those nations with either capitel, energy and/or raw materials 
have to walk a fine lina in thfci- development of resources. 
Governments cannot usurp the price function of the world industry. 
It is not governments of any nation that c  .e the demand for 
aluminum; as history has shown in the Western ,orld, it was private 
industry. 

In the development of resources within the developing nations, 
a partnership concept must -»volve to the satisfaction of both the 
private and public sector. To be blunt, it ?s my opinion that govern- 
ments usually lack the ability to develop no* rrarket3. ïhey ucually lack the ability 
to create markets through on-going research and development programs 
which are necessary to encourage th» use of alu'jinv.T». They usually 
do not maintain nor do tl.oy have the ability to maintain, 
engineering services to sell alvrinun and facilitée the solution of 
customers problems.  Governments >vu*lly lac'-. :hc necessary 
creativity to encourage the .-»row': h op aiutimi:'1 in n::'7 -^rkets. 

Governnent-owned sr.jlte;- operations usually do not react well 
to a market economy. Tney arc desi.,,.12.1 for --pic.: K.:\C  of resources 
and this creates an economic piraJo::. inuring y? a ri. o-is of oversupply, 
it becomes difficult to print» in oio'cticr. fle'cibility based on 
supply/demand.  In ordsr to ni..nt.-",xn •ploy-'cnt. r.ovcrnnent-owned 
smelters usually will dispose of aluninun by cutting prices. This 
downward pressure on  the price oí." a lu-'. A ir-. could have 
disproportionate effect of f*oven^::-it revenu .".. lz  can also creat« 
disunity aaong the devo loo Ir, g raiii^r-, vhich do^e"i on the price of 
aluminum as a revenue r.o'jrc«.  I ;hink the hf?t exnnple of the 
problems of total gov err:: _nt o\ .-vfhip o~ ..f.so irees in the 
developing world is th1. ccoçtr iudr~ry. Ey r.; Curing to allow the 
natural forces of fupply/Ucman'' f:~ rorree tin-» a parket imbalance 
quickly, a prolonge*1* period of u<:pres?eJ Raices enti  revenue has 
festered which will eventurll> be corrected I.7 the market forces 
anyway. 

I believe that developing countries h.-ive en  important role to 
play in the development of che world a?uiiinun industry. It has to 
be approached in a sensible manner that will in ti 2 end be in the 
economic interest of all parties. It v/ill be interesting for me to 
see how this world partnership is goinrç to evolve. 

-J 
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